
 

Core Content/Program of Studies Curriculum Map 

Bourbon County Schools 

 

Level:  Middle School                                                                                Bold & ( ) = Assessed                                                                                                                                                                        

Grade and/or Course: Visual Art-6                                                Italics = Supporting                                                                                                                                              

Updated:  May 2008                                                                          e.g. = Example only 

 

Use the Combined Curriculum Document located at http://www.education.ky.gov/users/jwyatt/CCD2006/CCD_AH_6.doc to connect the Core 

Content to the appropriate information in the Program of Studies.  Additional information from the Program of Studies may also be noted in red in 

the Core Content column. 

 

Timeline 

 
CORE CONTENT 

NUMBER 

 

CORE CONTENT STANDARD(SKILLS) AND 

DOK 

 

Demonstrators 

 

WEEKS 

1. Introduction (pretest, 

drawing assessment) 

2. line (expressive, 

emotional, 

descriptive, 

structural) 

3. space (1 pt 

perspective) 

4. space (2 pt 

perspective) 

5. value (aerial 

perspective, value 

techniques, 

shading/gradation) 

6. color (color theory, 

color schemes) 

7. shape (geometric, 

organic, amorphic) 

8. form (geometric, 

organic, amorphic) 

 

 

 

 

AH-06-1.4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will describe works of art using elements 

of art and principles of design. 

DOK 2 

Elements of art: 

Line, Shape, Color properties (hue, value, 

intensity) and color schemes/groups 

(monochromatic), Form, Texture, Space 

(positive/negative, perspective (e.g., 1 point linear 

perspective), value (darkness or lightness, tints or 

shades) 

Principles of design: 

Repetition, Pattern, Balance 

(symmetrical/asymmetrical), Emphasis (focal 

point), Contrast (e.g., black/white, rough/smooth), 

Rhythm, Proportion, Movement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program of Studies 

1.13 Students make sense of  

                ideas and communicate    

                ideas with the visual arts. 

2.22   Students create works of art 

and make presentations to 

convey a point of view. 

2.23  Students analyze their own 

and others' artistic products 

and performances using 

accepted standards. 

2.24  Students have knowledge of 

major works of art, music, 

and literature and appreciate 

creativity and the 

contributions of the arts and 

humanities. 

2.25  In the products they make 

and the performances they 

present, students show that 

they understand how time, 

place, and society influence 

the arts and humanities such 

as languages, literature, and 

history. 

http://www.education.ky.gov/users/jwyatt/CCD2006/CCD_AH_6.doc
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CORE CONTENT 

NUMBER 

 

CORE CONTENT STANDARD(SKILLS) AND 

DOK 

 

Demonstrators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AH-06-1.4.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AH-06-3.4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will identify a variety of art media and art 

processes.  

                                                                             DOK 1 

Media (plural)/Medium (singular): (Properties of 

media need to be known in order to respond to 

artworks) 

Two-dimensional - crayon, pencil, fabric, yarn, 

paint (tempera, watercolor), ink, pastel 

Three-dimensional - clay, papier-mâché, found 

objects (assemblages) 

Art Processes: 

Two-dimensional - drawing, painting, fiber art (e.g., 

fabric printing, stamping, tie-dye), printmaking  

Three-dimensional - ceramics, sculpture, fiber art 

(e.g., constructing with fiber, weaving, knitting, 

quilting) 

Subject matter: representational (e.g., landscape, 

portrait, still life) nonrepresentational (e.g., 

abstract, non-objective) 

Students will identify or explain how art fulfills a 

variety of purposes. 

DOK2 

Purposes of Art: (different roles of art) 

Ceremonial - ritual, celebration, artworks 

created to support worship ceremonies  

Artistic expression - artwork to express or 

communicate emotions, ideas, feelings (e.g., for 

self-expression, to decorate or beautify objects) 

Narrative - artworks that tell stories, describe 

and illustrate experiences, or communicate ideas 

or information, art to document important or 

historical events  

Functional - artistic objects used in everyday life 

Persuasive - artworks that promote ideas, 

philosophies, or products (e.g., advertising, 

marketing, propaganda, ideology, etc.) 

2.26   Through the arts and 

humanities, student 

recognize that although 

people are different, they 

share some common 

experiences and attitudes. 

 

 

Academic Expectations & 

Demonstrators 

Students will 

use appropriate terminology to 

describe and analyze the use of 

elements of art (line, shape, 

form, texture, color) and 

principles of design (emphasis, 

pattern, balance, contrast) in a 

variety of visual artworks 

use the elements of art, principles 

of design and a variety of 

processes in creating artworks 

apply organizational structures and 

describe what makes them 

effective or not effective in 

communicating ideas 

identify and analyze the use of 

elements of art (e.g., line, 

shape, form, texture, primary 

and secondary colors, color 

schemes/groups) and 

principles of design (e.g., focal 

point, pattern, balance, 

contrast) in a variety of two 

and three dimensional artworks 

       

 



 

Timeline 

 
CORE CONTENT 

NUMBER 

 

CORE CONTENT STANDARD(SKILLS) AND 

DOK 

 

Demonstrators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Cultural projects 

(Latin America, 

Chinese) 

 

AH-06-4.4.1 

 

 

AH-06-4.4.2 

 

 

 

AH-06-2.4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
AH-6-IAA-U-1 to 4 

AH-6-IAA-A-1 to 5 

Students will create art for specific purposes using the 

elements of art and principles of design to 

communicate ideas. 

Students will use a variety of art media, processes and 

subject matter to communicate ideas, feelings and 

experiences. 

 

Students will analyze or explain how diverse 

cultures and time periods are reflected in visual 

arts. 

DOK 3 

Cultures: 

Latin American – mural art (e.g., Diego Rivera 

and his influence on other mural artists) 

    Asian – China (the evolution of ceramics) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

identify a variety of subject matter  

            in visual artworks       

            (representational – e.g.,   

             landscape, portrait, still life,     

             nonrepresentational – e.g.,     

             abstract, non-objective 

describe and analyze 

distinguishing characteristics 

of visual art representing a 

variety of world cultures (Latin 

America, Asian) and time 

periods 

observe, classify and create visual 

art according to styles and 

processes used in a variety of 

world cultures and historical 

periods 

examine visual artworks from 

various world cultures and 

explain how artworks reflect 

the culture, cultural beliefs or 

blending of cultures; use 

examples to illustrate how 

artworks have directly 

influenced society or culture 

examine visual artworks from 

various time periods and 

explain the influence of time 

and place that are reflected in 

them 

      use print and non-print sources to  

            explore, describe, and compare  

            themes, characters, and  

            situations in artworks from     

            different cultures or time     

             periods 



 

Timeline 

 
CORE CONTENT 

NUMBER 

 

CORE CONTENT STANDARD(SKILLS) AND 

DOK 

 

Demonstrators 

 

compare and explain purposes for 

which visual art is created 

(ceremonial, artistic 

expression, narrative, 

functional) 

      create new, choose and experience    

             artworks created to fulfill a  

             variety of specific purposes 

 

 


